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Bring Olga to life with HeavyM, the simplest video mapping software with ready made visual effects.

heavym.net

Set design kit for video mapping
Designed by büro23, powered by HeavyM
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Set design kit for video mapping
Designed by büro23, powered by HeavyM
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19 facet icosahedron template

ICOSAHEDRON

Tutorial available on heavym.net/en/tutorials/olga

Triangles made out of M1 fireproof material.
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It was during the project phase that Büro23 met the HeavyM team, who was developing its projection mapping software at that time. This partnership allowed Büro23, among others, to develop his made in france savoir-faire and bring the fabrication process within the general public’s reach.

Extremely light and simple to put together, the 30 facet kit can clip and be attached easily in order to create minimalist and protean volumes.

Made out of polypropylene, Olga is available in white coloring, with various possible versions of the software.